Data Sheet
Archive360 Discovery Workshop
Trends in Email Archiving
Your email archiving environment is changing; your current product no longer meets your needs, your
on premise solution has been acquired by another vendor, or the product is no longer supported. Or
you are considering cloud-based archiving, maybe as part of a move to Microsoft Office 365.

Migration Considerations
One of the key migration challenges for
organizations continues to be what to do
with their existing archives. Some choose to
migrate nothing, impacting users and
creating potential regulatory and legal
issues. Others migrate the entire archive, a
costly option that fails to address the needs
of users or legal and regulatory teams.
Before deciding what do to with your
current email archive or commencing a
migration project, Archive360 recommends
completing a pre-migration checklist.
However, in order to do so, you will first
need to assess and analyze the contents of
your email archive.

Email Archive
Pre-Migration Checklist
How much data do I have?
What kind of data is it?
Is any of it of value to my organization?
What about regulatory retention or
eDiscovery requirements?
How much data is from inactive users?
Are my users affected if I move or
delete MS Exchange stubs/shortcuts?
Do I need to migrate the entire archive
and journal archive?

Archive360 Discovery Workshop
Archive360 has developed its Discovery Workshop to help organizations quickly and accurately
analyze their email archives. The Discovery Workshop is based on helping more than 450 organizations worldwide successfully migrate in excess of 10 petabytes of archived data. Within hours you can:

 Accurately assess the size and content of your
archive by user.

 Assess and scope with precision messages that
have been stubbed (shortcut) by user and date.

 Investigate the Journal mailbox and comprehensively report on Journal data by custodian.

 Evaluate and validate FastCollect for Archives™
against sample archived messages.

 Make informed decisions regarding your migraFigure 1. Archive Discovery Report

tion strategy and priorities – which mailboxes/
messages to migrate, in what order.
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Archive360 Discovery Workshop Functionality
Archive360 Discovery Workshop is currently available for the following email archives: Autonomy Zantaz EAS,
EMC SourceOne, EMC EmailXtender, Mimosa NearPoint, Symantec Enterprise Vault.

Archive Discovery

Stub/Shortcut Discovery
in MS Exchange/Office365

Journal Discovery

 User details

 Number of stubs/shortcuts per user

 Custodian details

 Messages per user

 Total size of shortcuts per user

 Messages per custodian

 Total size per user

 Data range analysis of stubs/
shortcuts

 Total size per user
 Total size of journal

 Total size of archive
(uncompressed)

Proof of concept
Test extraction up to 5 mailboxes or 500 GB to PST, MS Exchange, Office 365, Gmail





Assess your current email archive
and test your migration quickly
with no risks and minimal up-front
investment.
Reduce archiving costs post-migration –
through elimination of duplicates,
document revisions, etc.



Accelerate ability to migrate from legacy
email archive, reducing costs.



Stubs – understand potential impact on
end user experience BEFORE migrating
their archived mail.



Journals – migrate only custodians that
need to be moved, saving time and
costs during and after the migration
project.

About Archive360
Archive360 is the world’s leading provider of data migration and management solutions for the Microsoft cloud.
Since 2012, Archive360 has securely migrated tens of petabytes into the Microsoft Cloud with record-breaking
speed, verifiable data fidelity, and legally defensible chain of custody. Archive360’s Archive2Azure solution is the
industry’s first compliance and unstructured data storage and management solution based on the Microsoft Azure platform. Archive360 is a global organization that delivers its solutions both directly and through a worldwide network of partners. Archive360 is a Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider and the Archive2Azure solution is
Microsoft Azure Certified. To learn more, please visit: www.archive360.com.
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